X-ray dual-photon absorptiometry: a new method for the measurement of bone density.
A recently introduced method (dual-photon X-ray absorptiometry, DEXA) capable of measuring skeletal density in man (at present in the spine and hips, but ultimately for the whole body) has been evaluated in terms of its ability to perform long-term assessment of bone density changes. The method, which uses X rays rather than gamma rays as its photon source, represents a significant improvement over present systems both in image quality and precision (reproducibility) of results, which is better than 1% in vivo. Scanning time is approximately halved compared with present techniques and the radiation dose is reduced by 25%. First data on long-term drift of results and effects of changes in patient composition (i.e. thickness and fat content) are given and show the new method to be superior to present radionuclide systems. It is likely that this new method will become the standard for bone density measurements.